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Abstract: In the current age use of Automated Teller Machine(ATM) is almost mandatory for most of us. To withdraw
money and to deposit money the people are always comfortable with ATM machine. Initially it was popular in western
countries but in the present situation in developed countries like India, Pakisthan, Bangla Desh, Srilanka ATM become very
popular. The people rely on this service. The security system of ATM is definitely very high but not fully proved as in last
couple months there were several instance where the hackers taken out money from ATM using using their own method. In
the present paper the authors have made a comprehensive study on security system in ATM and proposed a security system
in ATM using Facial recognition system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Being the age that we are presently in where all our financial transactions are electronic transfers we hardly rely on physical
tangible cash, which seems a relic of the past; amongst all these the role of automated teller machines(ATMs) are very crucial as
they serve many purposes namely, withdrawal of cash, generation of mini statement, modification of banking credentials,
deposition of cash etc. While we may use the ATM very easily it too has its drawbacks – inconsistent transactions, siphoning of
funds, rigged consoles etc. Therefore, security of the highest order must be applied as pecuniary issues demand more attention.
In this paper, it is discussed how can facial recognition, a promising practice of biometric security standard can benefit in
authorising transactions made via ATMs by providing an extra layer of encryption on top of the present security modules that
are already in place.
II. SECURITY MODEL OF ATMS
A. Brief Overview
For the past ten years, the bulk of ATMs used worldwide ran under IBM’s now out-of-date OS/2. Movement in the banking
world is now going on using Windows and Linux. A leading world-wide ATM manufacturer, NCR currently announced a
harmony to employ Windows XP Embedded in its next generation of personalized ATMs. For fewer influential ATMs, KAL, a
software development company based in Scotland, gives Kalignite CE, which is a modified version of Windows CE platform.
This platform allows developers that target older machines to more easily build up multifaceted user-interactive systems. Many
financial institutions are having a third choice, Windows NT. It is because of its maturity and stability as a platform. On an
alternative, the largest bank in the south of Brazil, Banrisul, had installed a custom version of Linux in its put of two thousand
ATMs, replaces legacy MS-DOS systems. In these types of ATMs, it sends database requests to bank servers which do the bulk
of transaction processing.
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The present security model schematic can be vividly identified from Fig. 1.0

Fig.1.0 – Flow chart for successful cash withdrawal from ATMs

B. Personal Identification Number (PIN) Validation Schemes for Transactions
The various conventional methods for PIN validation:


On line PIN Validation: This method can only be employed if the ATM console is connected to some centralised
financial institution database, where the user provides their PIN and it tallied by the system with the present records
from the backend database. Still this method is rendered useless if there is any network failure.



Off line PIN Validation: In this method the PIN is compared with reference PIN upon applying various cryptic
operations in the standalone console provided the console has various encryption keys at disposal. This is quite an
obsolete and slow process and present consoles generally are connected to some centralised data base over protected
networks.

C. Limitations of conventional security measures in ATMs
There are a multitude of threats can creep in due to various security breaches in the present form of security model that is
implemented on maximum ATMs across the globe. Some of them are discussed below.


Using out dated software and operating systems



ATM unit with low physical tolerance and susceptible to outside physical attacks



Card skimmers augment ATMs to reroute card information and key loggers are placed to completely breach the
bank or merchant’s account to transfer funds into the fraudulent accounts.
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III. FACIAL RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Facial Recognition Systems (FRS) are essentially a combination of electro-mechanical devices that capture the picture or
video of a person’s face and the accompanying software that analyses this data to process various attributes related with the face
or this information can be used to identify a person for various security measures. Figure 1.1 explains the underlying schematic
of a FRS.

Fig. 1.1 – Overview of how a FRS works

A. Brief History about FRS
The pioneer of Face Recognition includes Helen Chan Wolf, Woody Bledsoe and Charles Bisson. During 1964 and 1965,
Bledsoe, all along with Helen Chan Wolf and Bisson, worked on using the computer to be familiar with human faces. He was
pompous of his work, but because the support was provided by an unknown intelligence group that did not allow more
publicity, slight work was published.
Given a large database of photos and images, the trouble occurred was to select from the database a tiny set of records such
that one of the image records coordinated the photograph. The achievement of the performance could be well thought-out in
terms of the relation of the respond list to the quantity of report in the database.
Still the recognition problem was made hard by the great discrepancy in lean and head rotation, lighting intensity and angle,
facial expression, etc. In 1966, the work was continued first and foremost by Peter Hart. Peter‟ s experiment done on a database
contains over 2000 images, the computer eternally outperformed humans when presented with the same detection tasks. The
enlargement period for facial recognition started in the delayed 1980s and they were existing systems was made accessible in
the 1990s.
B. Techniques for Face Acquisition
Traditional Method: Particularly these methods extracts distinct features of the subject’s face that standout and are unique
and process them to provide adequate results. This method is also called the 2-Dimensional method and particularly employs the
following methods:
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Face Detector – This method distinguishes the face from source file for further processing.



Eye Localizer - This method calculates the relative position of the eyes to the rest of the face.



Face Recognizer – This method after getting the relevant features from the source matches the data with the
backend database.

Other algorithms normalize a gallery of face images and then compress the face data, only saving the data in the image that
is useful for face recognition. A probe image is then compared with the face data. One of the earliest successful systems is based
on template matching techniques applied to a set of salient facial features, providing a sort of compressed face representation.
Recognition algorithms can be divided into two main approaches, geometric, which looks at distinguishing features, or
photometric, which is a statistical approach that distills an image into values and compares the values with templates to
eliminate variances. Some classify these algorithms into two broad categories: holistic and feature-based models. The former
attempts to recognize the face in its entirety while the feature-based subdivide into components such as according to features
and analyze each as well as its spatial location with respect to other features. Popular recognition algorithms include principal
component analysis using eigenfaces, linear discriminant analysis, elastic bunch graph matching using the Fisherface algorithm,
the hidden Markov model, the multilinear subspace learning using tensor representation, and the neuronal motivated dynamic
link matching.
3-Dimensional Recognition: Progression in face recognition gave origin to the 3-D recognition system. This stepped up
technique, used facial appearance like contours of the eye sockets, chin, nose, peaks and valley on the visage for identification.
The database will store details of faces also. The advantage of 3-D technique over 2-D method is that 3-D face identification
works fine even if the face is turned at 90 degrees to the camera. It is self-governing of lighting environment and facial
expressions. This method is not affected by lighting conditions or bad viewing angles a way to implement this idea is to use 3
tracking cameras that point at the subject’s face directly, from one side and from any other rotatable angle respectively.

Fig 1.2 – Schematic of working process of a 3D recognizer

Skin Texture Analysis: This by far the best technique on how to recognize a person’s face accurately, STA does not
examine the entire face but a patch of membrane on it. This patch is divided into separate blocks. The skin surface, the pore on
the skin and other face characteristics are converted to a code. This code is used for comparison. The patch of skin captured is
called a skinprint and this is divided into smaller blocks – and operations are done on this data to turn it into measurable
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mathematical space that can distinguish lines, pores and actual skin texture by this it can identify the differences between
identical twins which wasn’t possible with 2D or 3D methods. This helps to boost FRS accuracy by about 20~25%.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
This solution is supposed to be an addendum with the present security measures that are currently implemented in ATMs
all around. The proposed method comes with a prerequisite that the account holder’s face model must be stored prior to the
financial institution’s database for this process to provide satisfactory results.
Constraint: For this proposed solution to work we deal with only one customer facial model that is present but multiple user
facial models can be kept too but for future extensions of the model.
Algorithm: These following sequential steps will help to successfully implement the model.
A. Step 1
The user provides the card details to the console by swiping the card in the conventional way or it is read through the
modern EMV chip cards which are a composite unit of the card and the digital authorised signature embedded into a single chip
for better security purposes.
B.

Step 2
The user selects the operation he/she needs to perform be it withdrawal, deposit, balance enquiry, statement generation etc.

and goes through the necessary console operations that are mandatory to successfully do a transaction with the system.
C. Step 3
The user provides the PIN that is known before hand to the user.
D. Step 4
The user’s picture is taken and the following operations are done:


Face is detected and other extra details like backdrop, other features are removed and picture is cropped.



The important features such as eyes, edges, facial hair, hair, nose, ears etc. are extracted.



Other cameras that are strategically installed also take the picture form various angles and all the pictures are
processed similarly as above.



The feature vectors are recorded and mapped to mathematical space of values that uniquely identify the various
attributes of the face.




STA is applied and the skinprint is also obtained and all these details are compiled to generate the facial model.
The facial model is transferred over the connected network to tally with centralised database of the financial
institution.



If the model matches the validation is successful and transaction is authorised.



Else the transaction terminates to protect user data from infiltration.

Figure 1.3 depicts the flowchart of how the proposed solution is supposed to work.
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Fig 1.3 – Flowchart of proposed solution i.e. FRS with ATM

V. CONCLUSION
Finally, we can say that FRS is an integral addendum to the present prevalent security system of ATM consoles and this can
help to facilitate transactions with ease and more peace of mind. This method also minimizes financial frauds that can occur via
ATMs as it is very difficult to emulate the facial model of the different person.
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